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Fun off the line 
By Graham Phipps 
Thursday 13th September was forecast to be a 
good towing day and so it turned out. Student 
wise it was a quiet day with Bill N working his 
way into his CPC, and by early afternoon he was 
ready for a rest.  The sky was looking 
reasonable with a couple of streets passing 
either side of the field on the south easterly 
breeze. Nick G had been playing with the fickle 
lift practicing for the big one.  
 
With Bill taking a breather I took the 
opportunity to get the Buzz Z out to see what 
was going on. The first couple of tows met with 
little success but by the third the sky looked 
better with a street moving over the field.  
Feeling a thermal on the line I continued to tow 
to the top before releasing and heading back to 
where I estimated it should be. Finding gentle 
lift and circling smoothly it wasn’t long before a 
core developed and it was up all the way 
around.  Circling up in increasing lift, I drifted 
away from the field, crossing over the coast 
above Hells Mouth itself. Despite a good climb 
rate I was reluctant to go “out to sea” so left 

the climb and headed upwind towards the field 
in steady lift, to where Nick was towing up.  
Climbing again just upwind of the field the 
process was repeated taking me up to the 3000’ 
mark.  
 
The sky was now better at height, and it was 
fairly simple to work my way along the coast to 
Tehidy, where the views were superb, especially 
with the spring low tide and crystal clear water, 
before pushing upwind, hopping from cloud to 
cloud towards the A30 and Camborne. After an 
hour or so the cold got the better of me, being 
only in shorts and a T shirt so I headed back 
towards the field. Despite some clouds, and 
passing over ploughed fields, I found no lift and 
sank all the way, landing two fields short. 
Damn. 
 
On arriving back in the field we set Nick up for 
another tow just as the sea breeze set in, 
turning the wind by 180 degrees. Unfortunately, 
by the time we re-set the winch and launch the 
convergence had moved just inland, leaving us 
to play on the edge of it but never quite getting 
up in it. Still, there is always next time. 
 
Glider Ozone Buzz Z, Harness Velvet 2 Airbag, 
Vario Brauniger Sonic, Clothing not enough. 
Airtime 1 hour 15 minutes     

 
Buddi-Buoys and Quick releases 

Well, no one else has responded to Wanda’s 
thoughts, but it set me thinking.  
As for quick releases: well in hang gliders, if the 
unthinkable should happen and you go in the 

water, you are going to be held under the water 
by your sail and your point of attachment is 
going to be floating around somewhere behind 
you. Wherever it floats it’s going to be pretty 
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inaccessible and getting clear is going to be a 
matter of some urgency. For this reason, rather 
than thinking of trying to find the karabiner, we 
always used to fly with a webbing cutter 
attached in a very handy place to cut through 
the hang strap and any other straps holding us 
in. Does anybody still fly with theirs? And why 
did we stop? I think it went out of fashion when 
people started being a bit more sensible about 
death-defying coastal runs, but perhaps we 
should think again. There’s virtually no cost 
involved, they take up virtually no space, and it 
doesn’t have to be half way down North Cliffs 
that the wind can switch off. It can and has 
happened at St Agnes and Chapel Porth, 
necessitating some quick thinking to dive in for 
a landing before getting below cliff top height. 
I don’t know about paragliders. Their hang 
points are far easier to reach, so perhaps there 

the quick releases would make more sense. And 
what about the buckles holding you in the 
harness? Perhaps it’s better to get out of the 
harness completely rather than just detach the 
harness from the wing. Don’t parachutes have 
those quick release buckles? What do you ponce 
pilots think? 
As for the buddy buoys, anything that helps you 
stay afloat has to be worth it. The only 
reservation I would have is on a hang glider you 
wouldn’t want to inflate it while you’re still 
under the sail. I can imagine it being even more 
of a hindrance to getting out and up to the air! 
Perhaps there’s a friendly local dealer who could 
stock them, or even a well stocked surf shop 
that could add them to their lines! 
Tim Jones 

 
 

Meandering across the county  

By Graham Phipps 
 
Arriving at St Agnes at around 14.00 hrs the 
sky was looking good but not as good as it had 
been earlier. This was confirmed by Geordie 
Dave who bounded up explaining how good it 
had been with heights of close to the 1000’ 
mark and that things had now quietened off and 
the wind eased to a light breeze. Still, flying 
looked better than working so I popped the 
Buzz Z out of its new Xcertina bag and got into 
the harness. Dave and Michel launched and 
scraped around whilst I watched until they 
climbed in a gentle sea thermal, then I launched 
and climbed out. With height gains in the 
thermals up to 3 or 400’, things were looking 
promising, but between the thermals some 
pretty heavy sink was to be found putting pilots 
at ridge height very quickly so caution was 
needed.  After about 30 minutes  Mark Butler 
and Nick Gigg arrived so I dropped down to land 
for a quick chat  with Nick to discuss conditions 
before having another 15 minutes or so.  
 
Landing again during a sink cycle, along with 
Dave and Mark, I watched Nick and Michel 
whilst chatting to the modellers with the canopy 
above my head, trying to conjure up some new 
students. Nick and Michel began to climb out so 
it was time to take off again. After making my 
apologies in mid sentence, it wasn’t long before 
all three of us were climbing nicely. Michel 
seemed to just float about in steady lift above 

whilst I passed Nick who was doing pretty well 
despite his low level of thermalling experience. 

With the lift increasing and expanding I began 
360’ing only to watch Michel continue to climb 
whilst in steady flight out to sea. A combination 
of S’ing and 360’ing saw me catch him up just 
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before he dropped out the upwind end of the lift 
indicating that it was time to keep doing the 
circles. 
The climb rate settled nicely and my helmet 
mounted Brauniger kept chirping away whilst I 
practiced the thermalling skills learnt on the 
previous XC flight off the tow field. On 
approaching cloudbase I made my way to the 
sunny side of the cloud to keep out of trouble, 
needing a fair amount of speed bar to get there 
before being “sucked in”.  Bumbling along in 
gentle ups and downs it was time to assess the 
situation and make decisions.  The wind 
direction was fairly well off to the west and the 
downwind track was heading over Truro and off 
to Portscatho, so that was option 1 for max 
distance but not the easiest of retrieves. 
However Lee, my son, was working at Flushing 
on a large house opposite the Docks. Knowing 
the fields in that area it could make for an easy 
retrieve with the added bonus of a more 
interesting and challenging flight due to the 
need to cross wind to get there.  Opting for 
Flushing I headed off cross wind to a nearby 
cloud and after losing several hundreds of feet I 
got back into lifting air, which drifted me over 
Chiverton roundabout. The lift remained good 
and on approaching Truro college cloudbase was 
back in reach, so it was time to cross wind 
again. Heading for a small cloud down/cross 
wind looked good until, remembering that I was 
on a Paraglider and not a Hang Glider, it 
became apparent that there was no way I could 
make it. Turning through 90 degrees 
upwind/crosswind I flew towards a good looking 
cloud over Wheal Jane tailings dam. Sink Sink 
Sink, and no quick way of getting through it 
quickly, saw me down to well under a grand and 
still short of the cloud that now looked nowhere 
near as good. Decision time, with some 
ploughed field off to my left within reach and 
Perranwell Station not much further on that’s 
the way to go. Firstly the fields may work and 
secondly Ray M lives at Perranwell Station so a 
good chance of a cup of tea if not a lift back! 
 

Lift Lift Lift and on my way again, not brilliant 
but enough to get me up to 1500’ or more 
before it packs up. Devoran creek is now within 
reach and another thermal trigger.  Cruising 
over the newly opened road at Devoran the air 
became buoyant then gently lifting. There is 
good lift here somewhere. A sea gull appears 
and circles up past me not 50 metres away so I 
move towards it. Wumph, up I go into a solid 
climb and back to base. Flushing is now an easy 
glide, so leaving lift early I head off as the cold 
is now getting to me, having taken off in only 
lightweight clothing and thin gloves. Crossing 
over Mylor Bridge the air is still buoyant and 
thoughts of going over Carrick Roads to St 
Mawes enter my head but the long retrieve puts 
me off. Arriving over my goal with a couple of 
grand to spare there is the option of crossing 
over to Falmouth and landing by Pendennis 
Castle for the pose factor, but again it’s that 
easy retrieve that takes precedence, I must be 
getting old.   
Burning off height in some tight 360’s I descend 
over Trefusis point then something in my brain 
wakes up and reminds me this is not a Hang 
Glider. Still with 6-700’ to spare I test the wind 
by “parking up” straight into it, and park up I 
did! With the speed bar well on I made slow 
progress back to my landing field, clearing the 
trees on approach by less than I would have 
liked to, and arriving right behind the house 
where Lee is working.  Shaking with the cold I 
make a call to him. Bugger, it’s the one day this 
week he’s not there but at St Mawgan! There 
goes my easy retrieve!! 
Another phone call and Nick Gigg is kind enough 
to come and fetch me, and many thanks to him. 
Chris Whittaker was somewhat bemused to find 
me standing by the road, having been working 
in Flushing that day. If only I’d known! 
Still, a cracking flight of around an hour and a 
half, with cloudbase at around the 3000’ mark. 
I’ve still got a lot to learn about thermalling and 
XC’ing paragliders, but I’m getting there. 
Glider Ozone Buzz Z, Harness Woody Valley 
Velvet 2 Airbag, Vario Brauniger  Sonic and 
clothes still not enough…… 
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Kernow Cross Country League to September 25th 2007 

 
Another poor cross country month. Only one entry again, from some paragliding unknown called 
Graham “Lucky” Phipps.

 
KHPA Hang gliding Cross Country 

League 2007 
 

 

 
KHPA Paragliding Cross Country League 

2007 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Flights this month 

GP 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Position Name Team Total 
1 Barry Green Bears 19.77 
2 Tim Jones Rhinos 17.47 
3 Steve Hawken Lions 14.81 
4 Roger Green Bears 11.34 
5 Graham Phipps Weasels 5.78 
6 Chris Whittaker Rhinos 3.26 

Position Name Team Total 
1 Pete Coad Bulls 32.33 
2 Jon Trewartha Lions 18.24 
3 Al James Bears 17.62 
4 Graham Phipps Weasels 12.96 
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Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding 
Association held at the Clinton Social Club on Monday 13 Sep 2007 
 
Welcome Chairman Dave welcomed the 19 members attending and opened the meeting at 
eight fifteen. 
 
Apologies Nick & Paula playing skittles, Paul & Gay in Germany, Mark B, Roger Green 
 
Minutes of the last meeting were read amended & signed 
 
Matters arising  

• Sec still to contact Roger Full re placing old sign from the gate at Carbis on to a post. 
• A club coach course is booked for 29/30 Mar 2008 to be held at Carnmoggas Holiday 

Park near St Austell and sponsored by Nick and Paula. 
• Emergency Parachute repack course still TBC.  Graham P. 
• Mark AS is standing down as webmaster as is known, a replacement volunteer is 

now urgently required before the club loses updates to the website. 
 
Regular reports 
CHAPS training Graham only had 4 or 5 days training due to comps’. 
Competitions 

• The BCC final was cancelled but the Kernow team went anyway.  Well done to 
Graham May and the team for a moral victory! 

• Graham Phipps, Patrick Buxton, Jeff Brooke and Jeff Wright all went to compete at 
the British Nationals in St Andre.  Graham picked up 3rd and Patrick 17th but readers 
will have to check the bulletin for the full story, as will they for Patricks’ exploits in 
retaining the Bleriot Cup and also Kaz getting stuck up a tree in Laragne. 

Club Flying The danglers had some good days at Carbis, Sennen, Perran, Chapel and St 
Agnes. 
 
Incidents 
Kaz has had some excellent flying adventures at Laragne that she has promised to write up 
for the bulletin. 
 
Other business 
Chairman Dave is waiting to hear back from the owners of Sandsifters re prices for the 
Christmas do. 
Club coach course has been booked for 29/30 Mar 2008 at Nick & Paula’s at Carnmoggas 
Holiday Park near St Austell.  Names to Graham from current (at that time) members who 
would like to attend. 
The club is still in serious need of a replacement webmaster for the website. 
Graham P is trying to get in touch with Adrian Tose for him to speak on his exploits. 
Members who have media, DVDs and books, to lend should send their lists to Kaz. 
 
Member’s forum 
Sec’ Chris and family trooped up to the Mere Bash & had a fantastic time, kids on the 
bouncy castle, dual flights, bands, cheap beer, bonfire, bbq’s in the evening and breakfast, 
face painting, falconry and fantastic company.  Highly recommended for next year and well 
done to the organisers. 
 
There being no further business the meeting closed at ten to nine. 
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 Contact Details 
 LastName FirstName HomePhone MobilePhone emailAddress 
 Abbott Mike 01736 798598 07866 170632 make@abbottandellwood.co.uk 
 Anderson Annie 07980 810689 annie@equilibriumcentre.com 
 Ashford Alan 01208 79050 07857 616940 arrysbar@madasafish.com 
 Ashton-Smith Mark 07980 634965 mark.ashton.smith@gmail.com 
 Austin Phil 01736 795915 panalba@btconnect.com 
 Barter Kev 07900 046574 
 Bessell Barry 01726 814755 
 Birch Alec 01726 890956 
 Brennan Terry 07971 693158 terrybrennan@mercuryflooring.wanadoo.co.uk 
 Bull James 01752 851773 07734 294858 
 Butler Mark 01209 218909 07971 795559 enquiries@cornwallparagliding.co.uk 
 Buxton Patrick 01872 274667 07887 841813 pb@ukbcc.co.uk 
 Callaghan Ian 01840 261718 07941 623650 I.callaghan@virgin.net 
 Claxton Andrew 07812 344697 andyclaxton@tiscali.co.uk 
 Clelford Mike 01736 710376 07973 177459 mikeclelford@aol.com 
 Coad Pete 01209 716522 07977 841117 <ac.camborne@googlemail.com> 
 Connatty Mike 01752 269378 07884 292493 mconnatty@yahoo.co.uk 
 Cooper Gavin 01326 563967 07885 622357 GDC@hangies.fsnet.co.uk 
 Coxon Mark 07801 370725 markpcoxon@mail2world.com 
 Crockford Peter 01326 376550 07976 721350 sailtech.co.uk 
 Curtis Paul 07785 232444 
 Dodge Tom 01579 363144 07957 360988 tomdodge@ukonline.co.uk 
 Dunstan Paul 01209 217304 07979 328169 
 Eagle Nigel 01637 880546 
 Easthope Geoff 01872 573308 
 Ferguson Vicki 01326 315013 07977 793518 vicki_ferguson@hotmail.com 
 Finch Mark 01726 762991 stonesreef@yahoo.co.uk 
 Fordham Steve 01179 075819 07795 566221 stevefordham@hotmail.co.uk 
 Fowler Glen 01326 374938 
 Fowler Alan 
 Fox Martin 01726 852190 07989 593172 
 Full Roger 01736 796140 07768 661498 roger@ind-art.co.uk 
 Gabel Hakim 01872 552457 elhakos@hotmail.com 
 Geraghty David 01326 372943 07969 137753 david@oceanblueelectrical.wanadoo.co.uk 
 Gigg Nick 01726 74070 07768 713635 nick@carnmoggas.com 
 Green Eddy 07981 453029 eddy_green@yahoo.com 
 Green Roger 01726 69687 07967 662948 
 Green Barry 01208 831647 
 Hawken Steve 01872 571582 07881 585208 stephen@hawken.f9.co.uk 
 Heywood Martin 01406 362099 martin-heywood@bhpa.co.uk 
 Hobbins Barry 01326 318143 barry.flyer@virgin.net 
 Hodgson Rob 01548 550758 07754 543672  robbiehodgson@btinternet.com 
 Hoer Jeff 01404 850489 jeff@hoer.freeserve.co.uk 
 Holmes Daniel 01579 320908 dan.holmes@mi56.freeserve.co.uk 
 Holmes Tim 07812 023576 
 Howse Paul 01326 574498 07870 916436 paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com 
 James Alan 07929 132006 alan.james200@virgin.net 
 Jones Tim 01209 832234 07795 482351 tjtjones@talk21.com 
 Jones Gay 01326 574498 07812 710883 paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com 
 Jones Martin 01736 871246 capstangallery@btinternet.com 
 Kerhoas Michel 01326 372215 07767 887834 micheal.kerhoas@tiscali.co.uk 
 Knight Alan 01209 831748 07810 035254 rupertpear@hotmail.com 
 Koller Graham 011452 502599 07814 133536 graham.koller@btinternet.com 
 Laniado Peter 01752 257108 07916 162848 planiado@yahoo.co.uk 
 Lazenby Peter peter.lazenby@tiscali.co.uk 
 Lira Manuel 07866 367310 
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 LastName FirstName HomePhone MobilePhone emailAddress 
 Margetts Paula 01726 74070 nick@carnmoggas.com 
 Marking Ron 01209 213254 
 May Graham 01209 843380 07989 231386 magic.graham@btinternet.com 
 Mickleburgh Raymond 01872 863006 07773 027263 rammellingey@talktalk.co.uk 
 Nancarrow Dave 01872 573835 07974 363307 davidnancarrow@binternet.com 
 Northcott Bill 01579 340465 billnorthcott@btinternet.com 
 Oldfield Phil 01209 719309 07737 674806 
 Pawley Chris 01503 220199 07890 211330 chris_pawley@yahoo.co.uk 
 Phipps Alan 01872 273839 07980 275918 agphipps@force9.co.uk 
 Phipps Graham 01209 842877 07785 593559 graham@flychaps.force9.co.uk 
 Pittman Neville 01736 330412 07919 034652 nevpittman@yahoo.co.uk 
 Puckey Barry 01503 265934 
 Rainey Graham 07967 742268 
 Reynolds Brian 01209 210174 07773 080906 sparklecleaning@F9.co.uk 
 Richards Mike 
 Rose Stephen 01208 814989 07968 585281 lynda.rose@btinternet.com 
 Scott Martin 01872 572456 
 Smith Chris 01752 851696 07855 512309 
 Squibbs Cristiane 01884 820836 07971 287958 chrissquibbs@aol.com 
 Stevens Dave 07772 549076 soap@sprite-motorcycles.co.uk 
 Summers Wanda 01736 762991 07919 613361 wanda_off@yahoo.co.uk 
 Sweeney Karl 01752 851818 07899 075033 karl@sweeney01.fsnet.co.uk 
 Treneer Roger 01736 368407 07813 098483 
 Trewartha Jon 01736 757771 07780 997650 flyingwiz.flyingwiz@virgin.net 
 Trollope Alec 01637 881378 07830 330476 alectroll@hotmail.com 
 Vercesi Ron 01736 361555 08180 115501 ron.vercesi@talktalk.net 
 Whitelaw Phil 01326 564369 07879 416308 PhilWhitelaw@hotmail.com 
 Whitmarsh Richard 01872 520647 whitters777@hotmail.com 
 Whittaker Chris 01209 860 401 07977 250225 chriswittaker@hotmail.com 
 Williams Thomas 01503 240556 07790 530378 selling_air@hotmail.com 
 Wood Mike 01752 204987 07881 595668 mikewood@blueyonder.co.uk 
 Wood Jeffrey 01736 793298 07748 813358 
 Woodhams Mark 01326 378555 both@marksteff.f9.co.uk 
 Woollams John 01637 879281    jon-cacophonist@hotmail.co.uk  
 Zahra Charlie 01872 222945 07712 785020 carmzahra@aol.com 
 Zars Dzintars 07773 395598 dzintarsz@hotmail.com 

  
 


